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! 



A question which animates the debate



! 



25% of the total production of energy



! 



EU: the principal consumer of energy



! 



Different policies according to the countries



#  1. Nuclear accidents: The famous example of Chernobyl disaster; $  Radioactive equivalent of 400 times



the Hiroshima bomb $  About 4,000 people killed



$  200,000 people will catch a cancer



because of the disaster



#  2. Radioactive waste



management:



Different kind of storages: $  Low depth storage $  Deep geological storage $  Sea storage



#  3. Transport of nuclear fuel and waste 640 transport of nuclear fuel and waste in France every years In 2005, 48 accidents were recorded over the 300 000 transportation in France.



There is a risk



!  The « horizon 2020 » project aims to put European countries



on track for having « secure, clean and efficient energy » by the end of 2020.



!  Horizon 2020 is the biggest EU research programme to date.



Some €79 billion of funding is available for 2014-2020.



!  In terms of budget, Horizon 2020 will dedicate €5 931



million for non-nuclear energy research for the period 2014-2020 and €1 603 million for nuclear research for the period 2014-2018.
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(when used with a natural gas water heater). Your cost will depend on your utility rates and use. Cost range based only on standard capacity models. Estimated ...
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Energy 

bottom mounted freezer, and without through-the-door-ice service. Â· Estimated energy cost based on a national average electricity cost of 12 cents per kWh.
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ENERgY 

Punti di forza: â€¢ Il sistema di tenuta olio con paraoli doppi e labirinto esterno. â€¢ L'efficace sistema di sgancio rapido dei coltelli (a richiesta) semplice, affidabile che abbatte drasticamente i tempi di manutenzione;. â€¢ I supporti inferiori
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Clothes Washer. Capacity Class: Standard. Whirlpool Corporation. Models WFW85HEF*, WFW8540F*. Capacity (tub volume): 4.5 cubic feet. Estimated Yearly ...
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Energy 

Your cost will depend on your utility rates and use. Â· Cost range based only on models of similar capacity with automatic defrost, side mounted freezer, and ...
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03 Energy Awareness and Energy Management 
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